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Answering Exam Questions:
The Formation and Drainage of Lymph

From their answers to examination questions, many candidates
appear to have a lack of knowledge and clear understanding of this
topic. This Factsheet will aim to redress some of these deficiencies.
In many answers it is necessary to refer to osmotic differences
between blood plasma and lymph. The Institute of Biology
Recommendations (2000) for Terminology to be used in A-Level
Biology  suggest that, in plant biology, the terms water potential,
solute potential and pressure potential should be used, but in animal
biology, the terms osmolality and osmotic pressure should be used.
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Much water + small dissolved
excretory products, e.g. urea,
drawn back by osmosis. Reduced
blood pressure only forces a
small volume of tissue fluid out.

Surplus tissue fluid is drained
away, as lymph, in lymph vessels.

Many teachers and some exam boards now tend to use the plant
terminology of water potential/solute potential/pressure potential
for many animal studies. Check with your teacher and specification
to see which terminology you should use – but ideally be able to
use both. Where relevant, this Factsheet will use both methods of
terminology.

Fig 1 summarises the processes which are explained through the
examples that follow.

Fig 1.  Formation and drainage of lymph
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Example 1
Explain the differences between blood plasma, tissue fluid and
lymph.                                                                                                    10
An answer should contain the following information (mark points
separated by semi-colons).

Blood plasma is the fluid component of the blood; it contains a
high concentration of dissolved plasma proteins;
Tissue fluid is a filtrate of blood plasma but only contains traces of
protein; it is formed at the arterial end of the capillary bed; most
drains back to the blood plasma at the venous end of the capillary
bed; the remainder flows back to the blood stream via the system
of lymphatic vessels;
The term ‘lymph’ refers to the tissue fluid that fails to re-enter the
venous end of the capillary bed and so enters the system of
lymphatic vessels for return to the blood stream;
Tissue fluid comes in close contact with the cells enabling exchange
between cells and tissue fluid; it supplies the cells with, for example,
dissolved oxygen/salts/sugars/amino acids; it removes from the
cells, for example, dissolved carbon dioxide/hydrogen carbonate
ions/urea;                                                                                             10

• A common error is to state ‘tissue fluid is filtered from blood
plasma in arteries and passes back to blood plasma in veins’.
The walls of these vessels are too thick to allow the exchange –
the tissue fluid forms at the arterial end of the capillary network
and drains back at the venous end of the capillary network.

• Note that the tissue fluid can only exchange nutrients and waste
products with the cells when it is in contact with them/bathing
them. You may be asked to ‘compare the composition of tissue
fluid when just formed with the composition of lymph’.
Remember, before exchange with the cells it will have a higher
oxygen tension and a higher concentration of nutrients, for
example, glucose/amino acids. Because it follows exchange with
the cells, lymph will have a higher concentration of excretory
products, for example, urea/dissolved CO

2
.

• Candidates frequently confuse tissue fluid and lymph. This is
possibly because in some older texts the definitions are different
to modern definitions. It often used to be considered that all
fluids outside the blood stream were lymph. Tissue fluid was
just lymph in contact with the cells, where exchange was
occurring. It is best to use the modern convention, and consider
lymph to be the surplus tissue fluid that drains back to the
blood via the lymphatic vessels.

Example 2
The drawing shows a blood capillary and some surrounding cells.
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Name the fluids at X and Y and give one way in which the composition
of fluid X differs from the compositions of fluid Y.                         3

Fluid X is tissue fluid; Fluid Y is (blood) plasma; X has little or no
protein but Y contains a lot of protein;                                             3
• A common error is to name X as lymph. It only becomes lymph

if it drains into and is contained within a lymphatic vessel.
• A common error is to name Y as blood. The question asks for

the name of the fluid (plasma) not the name of the tissue (blood).
Candidates sometimes refer to ‘serum’ instead of ‘plasma’. This
is incorrect – blood serum is the fluid which exudes from blood
clots as they retract (harden).

• A common answer is ‘tissue fluid does not contain red cells’.
Although this is true it is not referring to the composition  of the
fluid – the cells are just suspended in plasma.

Describe the formation of tissue fluid from blood plasma.             6
It is very important to make the points in a logical complete sequence.
For example:
tissue fluid formation occurs at the arterial end of the capillary
network/bed;

high blood pressure (from the artery) forces fluid from blood plasma
through the capillary wall/ref. to pressure filtration/ultrafiltration,
forming tissue fluid;

capillary wall is differentially/selectively permeable so plasma
proteins cannot leave the plasma/are held in the capillary;

these exert an osmotic pressure/cause a low water potential in the
plasma tending to draw some water from tissue fluid back into
blood plasma;

effect of high blood pressure is greater than the effect of osmotic
pressure/low water potential so greatest flow is from plasma to
tissue fluid;

small molecules, for example, glucose/amino acids/salts will pass
through the capillary wall in the tissue fluid as it forms;              6

• Try to keep your answer logical and simple. Sometimes
candidates introduce extra information which may complicate or
confuse the answers. For example, candidates may refer to ‘the
loss of water from the blood plasma makes the plasma protein
concentration higher, thus raising the osmotic pressure/reducing
the water potential’. Although true, it is not important and is
irrelevant at the arterial end of the capillary bed. It becomes
important at the venous end of the capillary bed when tissue
fluid is drawn back into the capillary. Similarly, statements about’
the loss of water to tissue fluid resulting in a fall in blood
pressure’ are also irrelevant to the formation of tissue fluid, but
are relevant to the drainage back of tissue fluid.

• If you are going to use water potential terminology make sure
you use it correctly. Remember – a raised protein concentration
in the blood plasma will reduce its water potential. Many
candidates get this wrong, stating ‘ a raised protein concentration
raises the water potential’. It is probably easier to answer
questions in terms of osmosis and osmotic pressure.

• Remember that the term ‘semipermeable’ applied to biological
membranes is no longer acceptable. Use the terms ‘differentially,
selectively or partially permeable’
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Describe the drainage of tissue fluid back into blood plasma. 7

Make sure you present the details in a logical, complete sequence.
For example:

much tissue fluid drains back into the venous end of the capillary
bed;

because of fluid loss at the arterial end of the capillary bed, the
plasma protein concentration is raised;

thus the osmotic pressure of the plasma is raised/ the water potential
is reduced so that more water tends to be drawn into the capillary
from the tissue fluid;

the blood pressure at the venous end is reduced from that of the
arterial end because the capillary network has ‘ironed it out’/water
was lost to tissue fluid;

the effect of the blood pressure, at the venous end, is less than the
effect of the plasma osmotic pressure/reduced water potential, so
more water tends to enter the capillary from the tissue fluid than
leaves it;

as the tissue fluid re-enters the capillary it carries small molecules,
for example, urea, with it;

the remainder of the tissue fluid drains into open ended lymphatic
vessels for transport back to the blood stream/plasma as lymph;    7

• Candidates frequently forget to refer to the drainage of lymph
back via the lymphatic system. However, it is not necessary to
describe the mechanics of lymph flow through the lymphatic
vessels unless the question asked ‘Describe the drainage of
tissue fluid and lymph back into blood plasma’.

• An error often made by candidates is to state ‘proteins can be
supplied to cells through tissue fluid’. They obviously cannot
because the capillary walls do not allow proteins to pass through
(or only allow trace amounts through). The whole basis of tissue
fluid formation and drainage relies on this fact. Cells receive
amino acids via tissue fluid from which they can synthesize the
proteins they require.

Example 3
The graph shows the changes in water potential of the plasma
along the length of a blood capillary.
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Explain what causes the decrease in water potential at the arterial
end of the capillary.                                                                                                                        3

water is forced out of the capillary into tissue fluid; due to high
hydrostatic/blood pressure; thus plasma protein concentration
increases causing decrease in water potential; 3

Explain what causes the increase in water potential towards the
venous end of the capillary. 3

water enters the capillary from the tissue fluid;  due to osmosis/
less negative water potential in the capillary; 2

A common error is to refer to tissue fluid leaving or entering the
capillary. It is water that leaves and enters. As this question specified
‘water potential’ it is essential to answer it in terms of water potential.
This type of question is sometimes asked in terms of  osmotic
pressure.  The equivalent graph would be:-
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Loss of water from plasma at the arterial end will increase the
concentration of plasma proteins and so raise the plasma osmotic
pressure. Return of water to the plasma at the venous end will dilute
the plasma and so lower the plasma osmotic pressure.
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